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The Art of Photoshop for Digital PhotographersSams Publishing, 2005
Experience the highly visual format of the Art of Photoshop: Digital Photography Workshop and learn how to take good source photos and transform them into display-quality digital works of art with visual effects used in Adobe Photoshop. Using the beauty of the Tuscan region of Italy as a backdrop, author and...
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The DAM Book : Digital Asset Management for PhotographersO'Reilly, 2005
Can you find your digital photographs when you need them, or  do you spend more time rifling through your hard drive and  file cabinets than you'd like?  Do you have a system for  assigning and tracking content data on your photos?  If you  make a living as a photographer, do your images bear your  copyright and contact...
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The Digital Photography BookPeachpit Press, 2006
Scott Kelby, the man who changed the "digital darkroom" forever with his groundbreaking, #1 bestselling, award-winning book The Photoshop Book for Digital Photographers, now tackles the most important side of digital photography--how to take pro-quality shots using the same tricks today's top digital pros...
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Create Great iPhone Photos: Apps, Tips, Tricks, and EffectsNo Starch Press, 2011

	
		You own the world's most versatile, customizable camera: your iPhone. Out of the box, your iPhone camera is no-frills, but you can transform it into a digital darkroom, photo editing suite, and photoblogging tool all rolled into one . . . if you know how to use it.

	
		Create Great iPhone Photos shows you how to...
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Photoshop CS4 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's GuideSybex, 2008
In this latest edition of his bestselling guide, expert digital photographer and author Tim Grey explains how proper workflow can alleviate repetitive parts of a project to allow you to focus on producing stunning results and he reveals expert tips and techniques that automate tasks, optimize output, and reduce time spent at the computer, and...
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Digital Nature Photography and Adobe PhotoshopCourse Technology PTR, 2006
The digital nature photographer does more than just take pictures. He is part adventurer, part traveler, and part nature and wildlife observer - on top of being a skilled photographer. "Digital Nature Photography and Adobe® Photoshop®" addresses the unique challenges and needs of the digital nature photographer, combining an...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 7 Maximum Performance: Unleash the hidden performance of ElementsFocal Press, 2008
In this unique book and DVD package, Mark Galer shows you how to unleash the hidden potential of Adobe Photoshop Elements 7 for professional-quality image editing without the need to upgrade to the full version of Photoshop. Using real-world projects presented in step-by-step tutorials, this guide to Elements' less-known and most powerful...
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Adobe Photoshop Elements 5.0 A-Z: Tools and features illustrated ready referenceFocal Press, 2007
If you are a digital camera enthusiast jumping into enhancement and manipulation, and looking for quick answers, this easy-to use, ready reference is for you. Its like having the author Philip Andrews sitting next to you, with his no-nonsense style, giving you practical, hands-on tips for getting striking images using Elements 5.0. 

Make...
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Photoshop Elements 4 Solutions: The Art of Digital PhotographySybex, 2006
Transform the quality of your digital photographs with the latest Adobe Photoshop Elements software and the expert knowledge of award-winning photographer and author Mikkel Aaland.
Improved RAW support and an AI tool that automatically finds faces are just a few of the exciting new Elements 4 features in this streamlined book for today's...
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From Photon to Pixel: The Digital Camera HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	The digital camera conceals remarkable technological innovations that affect the formation of the image, the color representation or automated measurements and settings.


	** From photon to pixel photon ** describes the device both from the point of view of the physics of the phenomena involved, as technical components and software...
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The GIMP Bible: Great for Beginners - 40+ Step-by-Step TutorialsKuhlman Publishing, 2019

	The GIMP Bible is the ultimate reference and guide to the free, recently updated, photo-editing software - GIMP. Due to its license-free application, this Adobe Photoshop-like image manipulation program is probably the most-used software in the world. If you're a beginner photographer or a professional, then this detailed how-to guide will...
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2016 Photographer's Market: How and Where to Sell Your PhotographyNorth Light Books, 2015

	
		The Successful Photographer's Secret!

	
		Thousands of successful photographers have trusted Photographer's Market as a resource for growing their businesses. This edition contains the most comprehensive and up-to-date market contacts for working photographers today: magazines, book publishers, greeting card...
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